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A LATTICE OF CONDITIONS ON TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

P. J. COLLINS, G. M. REED,1 A. W. ROSCOE AND M. E. RUDIN

Abstract. If W(x) (for each x e X) is a family of subsets each containing x,

various conditions on { W(x): x e X) are investigated. They yield new criteria for

paracompactness, metrisability and the existence of a semimetric generating a given

topology.

1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to answer some questions raised by two of

the authors in [3] and to shed further light on the type of conditions discussed there.

The conditions we shall be investigating are all variants on (F) and (G) of the earner

paper, which we now specify. They apply to topological spaces X for each element x

of which a family W(x) of subsets containing x is given. Let #"= {W(x): x G X).

We say that ^satisfies (F) when it satisfies

if x g í/and Í7 is open, then there exists an open V = V(x,U)

(F) containing x such that x g W ç U for some  We. W(y)

whenever y g V.

Any topological space clearly has such a family of open sets satisfying (F). All the

spaces we discuss are determined by placing restrictions on W'. One important

subclass of conditions requires each W(x) to be countable and deserves a name. Let

N denote the set of positive integers, and suppose that W(N,x)= (W(n,x):

« g N} is for each x g X a family of subsets of X containing x and that i^(N) =

{W(N, x): x G X). We say that W(N) satisfies (G) when it satisfies

if x g U and U is open, then there exists an open V = V(x,U)

(G) containing x and such that x g W(s, y) ç U for some jeJV

whenever y g V.

We shall also say that ^satisfies open (F), or neighbourhood (F), or chain (F), if

^satisfies (F) and each element of each W(x) is open, or is a neighbourhood of x,

or each W(x) is a chain with respect to inclusion. We similarly modify (G) and, in

particular, say that i^(N) satisfies decreasing (G) if W(N) satisfies (G) and

W(n + 1, x) ç W(n, x) for each « g TV and each x g X.
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488 P. J. COLLINS ET AL.

Some of our results have already been announced in [3]; in particular, the

following, which is the main result of the present paper:

Theorem. If Xhas ifr(N) satisfying open decreasing (G), then Xis metrisable.

X is not, in general, metrisable (Example 3.4) if W(N) satisfies only neighbour-

hood decreasing (G). Since the integer s in (G) depends on y g F as well as on x and

U, this provokes an interesting comparison with Theorem 1 of [3]. That theorem

states that W(N) satisfying neighbourhood decreasing (G) implies metrisability

provided 5 depends only on x and U (and does not vary with j). We also derive two

criteria for paracompactness (Theorems 4 and 5) by strengthening chain (F), and we

show (Theorem 6) that a first countable space with a family if(N) satisfying

decreasing (G) is semimetric.

We emphasize now that the conditions (F) and (G) with their various modifica-

tions are all hereditary and that all the properties we deduce from them alone are

hereditary for the spaces considered. Also, all our spaces will satisfy the Tx

separation axiom. A ° will denote the interior of the set A.

The paper is arranged roughly in the order of severity of conditions (with weakest

first). Each section has two parts: the first consisting in results, the second in

examples.

2. When if does not necessarily consist of chains. As we have already remarked,

every topological space X has #"satisfying open (F): one just puts, for each x in X,

W(x) = {U c X: U is open and x g U}. We can, however, impose restrictions on

X by bounding the cardinality of the elements of W. When we do this there are

some interesting results which can be proved without further restrictions.

Theorem 1. If X is separable and has if(N) satisfying (G), then X is hereditarily

separable.

Proof. Suppose that D is a countable dense subset and Y is any subspace of a

space X. Form a set D' by picking one element from each nonempty member of

{W(n, x) n T: * G D, n G Tv"}. One can easily deduce that D' is dense in Y.

The next result was proved in [3].

Theorem 2. If X is separable and has if(N) satisfying open (G), then X is second

countable.

Both Theorems 1 and 2 can easily be extended to the cases of higher cardinalities.

It is easy to see that if W(N) satisfies neighbourhood (G), then each W(N, x) is a

neighbourhood basis at x. The next result establishes a partial converse.

Lemma 1. // the first countable space X has if(N) satisfying (G), then there exists

if'(N) satisfying neighbourhood (G) in X.

Proof. If, for each x in X, {V(n, x): « g N} is a local basis at x, then if'(N),

with elements W'(x) = {W(m, x)D V(n, x): m,n G N) (any enumeration), satis-

fies neighbourhood (G).
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Examples 1. The "bow-tie" space [5], see Example 3.4 below, is not a second

countable space but has if(N) satisfying neighbourhood (G) and is separable. Thus

Theorem 2 cannot be extended to the case of neighbourhood (G), and Lemma 1

cannot be extended to establish open (G).

One should note that the topology of a space having if satisfying (F) is not

determined by if (see Example 3.6 below).

3. When if satisfies chain (F). In [3] it was established that a space having if

satisfying chain neighbourhood (F) is necessarily monotonically normal (and hence

collectionwise normal). Essentially the same proof carries over to the case where

each W(x) is an arbitrary chain of sets.

Theorem 3. // the space X has if satisfying chain (F), then X is monotonically

normal.

Proof. We must prove that, for each x in an open set U, there is an open set

V(x, U) containing x and such that

(a) x g U £ U' => V(x, U) ç V(x, [/'),

{b)x*y^ V(x, X- {y})nV(y, X- {x}) = 0.

These conditions are satisfied by setting  V(x, U) = {y e. X:  3W ^ W(y) with

x g W ç U}°.

Theorem 4. // the space X has ^satisfying chain (F) and each chain W(x) is well

ordered by z> , then X is paracompact.

Proof. By Theorem 3 and the theorem of E. Michael [6] and K. Nagami [8], it will

be sufficient to show that X is metacompact. So, suppose "U is an open covering of X,

indexed by some ordinal a. For any point x of X and open U containing x, write

V(x,U) for an open set found by using (F); so that, there is W g W(y) with

x g W ç U whenever^ g V(x, U). For each ß < a, define

Vß = U{v(x,Uß):x<EUß-ö{Uy:y<ß}}.

Clearly {Vß: ß < a) is a family of open sets such that Vß G Uß and U{ Vy: y < ß} =

\J{Uy: y < ß) for each ß < a. Hence y= [Vß: ß < a) is a refinement of ^and it

only remains to show that y~is point-finite. If y"did not have this property there

would exist an x and an increasing sequence ( a,: i = 1,2,3,...} of ordinals such

that x g Va for each i. So, there are points y¡ in Ua — U{Uß: ß < a,} such that

x g V( v,, Ua ). Hence, for each i, there exists W¡ g W(x) with y, g Wt■ <z Ua¡. But

y, + 1 £ W¡; for yi+x £ Ua. Hence W{ is contained in, but is not equal to, Wi+X.

{W¡: i — 1,2,3,,..} is an infinite descending chain in W(x), which is well ordered

by 3 . This contradiction establishes Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. // the space X has if satisfying chain neighbourhood (F), then X is

paracompact.

Proof. Once again it will be sufficient to show that X is metacompact. So,

suppose that X is an ordinal and that {Ua: a < \} = ^is an open covering of X. For

each a < X let Xa = Ua-(Jß<aUß, and for each x g Xa choose Wx g W(x) with
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Wx c Ua. Index X by some ordinal k :  X = [xß: ß < k). For each ß < k we

construct a subset Yß of X: suppose that Yy has been chosen for each y < ß; then

0   if xfi e u7<fiYy,

Yß ~ 1 ( y g X - Uy</8Fr: ̂  g ^}    otherwise.

For each x g X there is some ß < k with a: g Y^. If x = x^, let F^ = W^°; if

x * *„, let t; = W° - (xß). Then define ZA = V(x, V(x, Vx)).

For each a < X, define Za = U{ Zx: x g Xa}. Certainly Za is an open subset of Ua

and X = U( ZQ: a < X}. Thus it will be sufficient to show that {Za: a < X} is point

finite.

Suppose that x g Za for infinitely many a, say ax < a2 < a3 < • • •. There is

yn g Xa with x g Zv ; and y„ g }^ for some ß„ < k. We can assume that either (a)

or (b) below holds:

(a) there is ß < k with ßn = ß for all «;

(b)ßx <ß2<ß3< ■•-.

Suppose case (a). Choose « < m so that j>„ ¥= xß and ym # xß. Since x g

^(7». V{yn, Vy )) and x g V(ym,V(ym,Vv )) we either have y„ g F(jot, Fv ) or

ym e K( y,„ Fv> But >>w í Uan and F( y„, FJ ç f/^, so j„ g F(>-m, FVJ. There is

thus some W g IF( y„) with ym g W ç Fv . Since W(^,) is a chain and>>m £ Wv, (as

y„, <£ Ua), we know that W^ ç W. But x^ £ W as x^ Í F¡, , and xß g W^, by

assumption. This gives a contradiction.

Suppose case (b). Again suppose « < m. As in case (a), there is some IF g W(yn)

with \>m g W ç Fy, and, by definition of the Yßs, xß $ Wi , But Vf Q Wf, so

xß £ W. Since W(yn) is a chain and ym £ Wy, we have Wy ç IF. However,

Xo  G IF,, by definition. This contradicts case (b), and so completes the proof.

Examples 2. It is easy to see that the ordering of each W(x) is necessary for the

results of this section to be true. For example, every second countable space (indeed,

every space with a point-countable basis) has if(N) satisfying open (G); but there

are many examples of such spaces which are not collection wise normal.2

The open ordinal space [0, ux ) provides an example of a (monotonically normal)

space having "^satisfying chain (F) but which is not metacompact (one can put

W(x) = {[x, a]: x < a < ux}). Thus we cannot simultaneously drop the well-order-

ing assumption of Theorem 4 and the neighbourhood assumption of Theorem 5, if

we wish to prove paracompactness.3

4. When if(N) satisfies decreasing (G). We note first that the condition given in

the title of this section is more restrictive than stipulating that each W(N, x) be a

chain. The spaces considered here are, by the results of §3, (hereditarily) paracom-

pact and monotonically normal. The following lemma is important for the proof of

Theorem 6 (which is a more powerful result).

2Added in proof. It is an interesting problem as to whether every space having ^(N) satisfying open

(G) also has a point-countable basis.

?'Added in proof. We have derived a more general result from which Theorems 4 and 5 can be deduced

(to appear).
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Lemma 2. Suppose that X is a first countable space having if(N) satisfying

decreasing (G). Then X has a Gs-diagonal.

Proof. It is sufficient to construct a sequence {^(«): « = 1,2,3,...} of open

coverings of X such that, for any two distinct points a and b of X, there exists an

integer « for which the point pair {a, b} is not contained in any element of @(n).

Suppose that, for each x g X, the sequence {R(n,x): « = 1,2,3,...} is a

decreasing local basis (of open sets) at x. For each x g X and each « g N, we now

define, by induction, open sets //(«, x) c X, open coverings ^(«) of X, and

functionspn: @(n) -» X

For each x g X, put H(\, x) = R(l, x). Suppose that H(m, x) has been defined

for m = 1,2,...,«. Let ^(«) be a locally finite open refinement of (F(x, //(«, x)):

x g X) (where V(x, U) is chosen by (G) relative to x and U). For G g ^(«),

choosep = p„(G) to satisfy G ç F(p, H(n, p)). For x g X, we now define

7/(« + l,x) = /v(« + l,x)

-JU{g:c7g   IJ $(m),xe G

u{p„,(G):m<«,GG 3?(m), x # pm(G), x g G }),

which is open as each &(m)is locally finite.

If X does not have a Gs-diagonal, there are distinct a and b in X such that, for

every neJV, there exists G„ g <S(n) with {a, ¿>} ç G„. Put <?„ = p„(G„) for these G„.

As the local bases are decreasing, there exists n g N with R(n, a) n R(n, b) = 0.

We may choose meiV such that lF(w, a) ç P(«, a) and W(m, b) c R(n, b). For

one of a and b, say a, there is thus an infinite subset I Q N with q¡ <£ IF(w, a) for

every i g 7. Since a g G, ç F(<?„ //(/, 4,)), there exists s¡ g A/ with <?, g W(s¡, a) ç

íf(j, qj). And, since 4, £ W(m, a) for / g I, s¡ < m for i g /. We may therefore

suppose that all the s, are the same for i g I.

As g, <£ JF(«i, a), g, =£ a for any /' g /. Since I is infinite, f){R(j, qj): y e /} =

{4,}. Thus, since a g ff(i, <?,.) ç R(î, 9,.) for all / g I, there must be / <j in 7 with

9, # <7;. If qj <£ G,, then, by our definition, H(j, qj) C\Gt= 0 as / <j, contradict-

ing a g H(j, qj) Pi G,. So, <jry g G,, / <y, and, by the definition of the H(n,x),

qf «£ H(j, qj). We have thus contradicted q, g W(s¡, a) = W(Sj, a) c H(j, qj) since

ij = 5,,

Theorem 6. // A' (i a //rsi countable space having decreasing (G), i«e« X is

semimetric.

Proof. Using Theorem 11 of [3], it is sufficient to prove that each x in X has a

local basis {T(n, x): « = 1,2,3,...} which satisfies the condition:

,    v for each x g A" and « g A/, there exists an open V containing

x for which x G T(n, y) whenever^ G V.
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Using Lemma 2, choose a sequence {3^(n): « = 1,2, 3,...} of open coverings of

X for which 3f(\) > Jif(2) > ■■■ and such that, iî x * y, there exists neiV with

x £ St( y, ^(«)). (Here, ^"> ^denotes that ^ refines ^r, and St(x, &) denotes

U{ F g J*-: x g F}.) For x g A", let {Ä(«, x): « g A/} be a decreasing local basis at

x.

First define, for each x g X and n G N, S(n, x) = JF(m, x), where meJV is

minimal such that IF(m, x) ç St(x, Jif(n)). Arbitrarily small W(m, x) are needed;

for, if x =£ y and 7 g JF(&, x), there exists « such that y í St(x, ^(«)) and hence

such that S(n, x) Q W(k, x).

Observe that, for each s g N, there exists n g N such that ,S(«, x) ç W(s, x).

Define, for each x g A' and « g N,

T(n, x) = X   UR(m,x) £ S(n,x) for each m g N,

= R(m, x)   where m is maximal < « with respect to P ( m, x ) 2 S(n, x).

(This exhausts all possibilities.) For each m g N, there exists 5 g N such that

IF(í, x)ç:a(w,x) and, using the above observation, there is « > «1 with S(n, x) ç

IF(5, x). Hence T(«, x) ç P(m, x). Thus [T(n, x): « = 1,2,3,...} is a local basis

at x.

Suppose that x g X and « g A/, and find U ^ Jif(n) such that x g U. Let F be

given by (G) relative to x and U. When y ^ V there exists s G N such that

x g W(s, y) ç [/ ç St( y, JP(«)).

But then, ^(í, y) ç 5(«, y) c T(n, y) by construction. Therefore x g T(«, y) for

each y in the open set F, condition ( + ) is satisfied, and so X is semimetric.

We have seen (Theorems 3 and 6) that a first countable space, which has if(N)

satisfying decreasing (G), is monotonically normal and semimetric. The following

result shows that this implication can be reversed.

Theorem 7. Suppose that X is a monotonically normal semimetric space. Then X has

if(N) satisfying decreasing (G).

Proof. Suppose that for each x g U with U open, V(x, U) satisfies (a) and (b) as

in Theorem 3; suppose also that d is a semimetric for X. For each x g X and « g N

let S(n,x)= [y G X: d(x, y) < 1/«}, and define V(n, x) = V(x, S(n, x)°).

if(N) is defined by setting W(n, x) = {y g X: x g F(«, y)} for each x G A" and

« g A7. We claim that this if(N) satisfies (G) (W(n + 1, x) ç W(n, x) trivially).

Suppose that x g U and that U is open. Find « with S(n, x) Q U and set

V = F(«, x). Suppose y g F. By construction we have x g W(n, y); if 2 G W(n, y),

then 7 g V(n, x) n F(«, z), so that x g S(n, z)° or 2 g 5(«, x)° (for otherwise

V(n, x) c F(x, A" - (2}) and F(«, 2) ç F(z, A" - {x})). In either case we have

d(x, z) < 1/«, establishing the fact that x g W(n, y) ç £/, as desired.

Restricting if(N) to satisfy open decreasing (G) and using a slight modification

of the construction used in the proof of Lemma 2 allows the deduction of the

following main result of our paper.

Theorem 8. //if(N) satisfies open decreasing (G), then X is metrisable.
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Proof. For each « G A we inductively define an open neighbourhood H(n, x) of

x, an open covering ^§(n) of X and a functionpn: 'g(n) -» X. Put 7/(1, x) = W(l, x)

for each x g X Supposing //(«, x) to have been defined for each x g A", define

^(«) to be a locally finite open refinement of [V(x, H(n, x)): x g A"}. For each

G g â?(«), choosep = pn(G) with G ç V(p, H(n, p)). Finally, for x g A", define

H(n + l,x) = [lF(« + l,x) n(fl{lF(i, pm(G)): G g <g(m),m < «, f < «,

x g G n 1F(í, p„,(G))})J

IJ(g: Ge   U ä?(m),x<£ G

U { pjG): G g *(«), m < «, x g G , x # pm(G)j

By Theorem 3, X is monotonically and a fortiori collectionwise normal. So, by a

theorem of R. H. Bing [2], the proof will be complete once we have shown that

{@(n): n = 1,2, 3,...} is a development for X. If this were not the case, there would

be x G A", an open U containing x and, for each n g N, an element G„ g ^(«) with

x g G„ and G„ — 1/ # 0. Suppose this and let qn denotep„(Gn).

As in the proof of Lemma 2, there must be an infinite subset 7 of A such that

q¡ # c, for ííje 7. By definition of the H(n, x), if /' <y in 7, g. g G, and

9,-É H(j,qj).
If fc g Ar, let 7¿ = {/ G 7: q, g JF(fc, x)}. Since x g G, ç V(q„ H(i, qj)), by (G)

there is s¡ G N with #, g JF(í,., x) ç //(/, ç,). If / g 7 - /*, then s¡ < k. If 7 - Zt is

infinite, it has an infinite subset J such that all s, are the same for / g J. If i < j in J,

then qi g W(st, x) = W(s¿, x) ç H(j, qj). But this contradicts q¡ £ 7/(y, qj) for

/ < y in 7. So, 7 - Ik is finite for all k <e N.

Choose « g A7 such that fF(«, x) ç í/. There exists w G N such that IF(«i, x) ç

V(x, W(n, x)). Choose /' g Im. Since qi G W(m, x) ç F(x, IF(«, x)), there exists

t G N with x g IF(í, q.) ç IF(«, x) and, since W(t, q¡) is open, there exists k & N

with IF(â:, x) ç IF(í, g,). Choosey G Ik such that ;' < j and í < j.

Recall that 9, g G, (G, G ^(/)) whenever i < j in 7. Since g. e IF(â:, x) ç

^F(í, ^r,)= W(t, Pi(G¡)) and í <y, by definition, H(j,qj)çz W(t, qt) and, since

fF(f> g,) ç 1F(«, x) ç L7, we have a contradiction to Gy — Í7 # 0 and the proof of

Theorem 8 is complete.

Theorem 8 may also be proved by showing that X has a point-countable basis and

then using R. W. Heath's theorem [4] that a semimetric space with a point-countable

basis is developable before using Bing's theorem. Z. Balogh [1] has recently been

able to deduce Theorem 8 from his interesting result that a space having countable

pseudo-character and if(N) satisfying decreasing (G) is stratifiable. (This result

strengthens our Theorem 6 by weakening "first countable" to "countable pseudo-

character". In the context of first countable monotonically normal spaces "stratifia-

ble" and " semimetric" are equivalent.) A slight sharpening of the proof of Theorem

7 establishes the converse of Balogh's result.
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Examples 3. We first give two examples to show that Lemma 2 cannot be

strengthened in certain directions.

Example 3.1. Take the ordinal space [0, w,] in which all countable ordinals have

been scattered. This (non-first-countable) space can be given if(N) satisfying

decreasing (G):

W(\,x) = [x,wx],        W(n,x)={x)    if m > 1.

However, this space does not have a Gs-diagonal.

Example 3.2. This example demonstrates that the decreasing assumption in

Lemma 2 is required. For each a ^ to, define

La = {/: (a + 1) - R:f(ß) G Q for all ß < a, but/(«) g R - Q).

(Here R denotes the set of all real numbers and Q denotes the set of all rational

numbers.) Our space is L = (Ja<uLa given the order topology with respect to the

lexicographical ordering.

This space can be given #~ satisfying open (F) with each W(x) a countable,

well-ordered chain. (Thus it can be given if(N) satisfying open (G).) If / g La and

y ^ a, define / [ y to be the restriction of / to y. For each « g N, y < a, f g La,

define

W(n,y,f)=lg^   (J Eß: \f(y) - g(y)\ < ±-&fly = g[ y).
{       ■ ß>y " I

W(f) is then defined to be {W(n, y,/):iieiV&y< a). It is not too hard to see,

however, that L does not have a Gs-diagonal (even though it is trivially first

countable).

Example 3.3. The Michael line [7] provides an easier example of a nonsemimetric

space with ^satisfying open (F) with each W(x) a well-ordered, countable chain

(see [3]). It also provides an example to show that the possession of ^satisfying

chain (F) is not a productive property (as its product with the set of irrationals is not

normal).

Example 3.4. The "bow-tie" space of L. F. McAuley [5] provides an example of a

space with if(N) satisfying neighbourhood decreasing (G) which is not metrisable.

With X = R X R we set

W(n,(x,y)) = S(n,(x,y))

if y # 0 and S(n, (x, y)) does not intersect the x-axis,

W(n,(x, y» = S(n,(x, y» U«z,0>: |x - z\ < n^2}

if y # 0 but 5(«,(x, y)) does intersect the x-axis,

IF(«,<x,0» = {(z, y): y * 0& |(x - z)/y\ > n& \x - z\ < 1/«}

U{<2,0>: \z - x\ <«"1/2}.

(Here S(n, p) is the usual open disc of radius 1/« about p.) Note that the W(n, p)

are just the usual local bases for X with pieces of the x-axis added.
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As was remarked in the Introduction, this example demonstrates that a space with

if(N) satisfying neighbourhood decreasing (G) need not have if'(N) satisfying

neighbourhood decreasing (G'), where (G') is the stronger variant of (G), in which s

is not allowed to vary with y G F (already discussed as (A) in [3]):

if x G U and U is open, then there is some open F containing

(G') x and some integer s = s(x, U) such that x g W(s, y) ç U

whenever y g V.

This provides an interesting contrast to the other cases of decreasing (G). We know

(Theorems 3,6 and 7) that any first countable space with if(N) satisfying decreas-

ing (G) has if'(N) satisfying decreasing (G'), since the integer « in the proof of

Theorem 7 does not depend upon y. Also any space with if(N) satisfying open

decreasing (G) is metrisable (Theorem 8), but every metric space trivially has

if'(N) satisfying open decreasing (G').

Example 3.5. A rather more involved variant of 3.4 can be used to show that

Lemma 1 does not carry over to the case of decreasing (G). The following is a first

countable space with if(N) satisfying decreasing (G) but with no if(N) satisfying

neighbourhood decreasing (G). Setting 7\ + ={xgP:x>0} and Q + = {q g Q:

q > 0}, we take X = R X (P + U{0}). Each element of {<x, y): y * 0} is scattered.

When q g Q, a local neighbourhood basis at (q, 0) is given by

R(n,(q,0))= {(x,y):y<\x-q\^l/n).

To construct local neighbourhood bases at the points (x, 0) where x S Q, we

choose a bijection 6 from the set of irrational numbers to the set of functions

(Q X N) -* Q+, and for each irrational x a sequence [q(n, x): n = 1,2,3,...} of

rationals which converges to x. Given these, we choose for each x g R — Q a

continuous function gx: R -> R with the properties:

(i) gx( y) < I v|, gx( y) = gx(~y)> 0<y<2^0< gx(y) ^ gx(z);

(ii) for each i, gx(q(i, x) - x) < 6(x)(q(i, x), «), where « is minimal with respect

to \q(i, x) - x| < 1/«.

For each x g R - Q, we can now define local neighbourhood bases:

P(«,(x,0»= {(y,z):\x-y\ < l/n&z < gx(x -y)}.

Our topology can easily be given if(N) satisfying decreasing (G):

W(n,(x,y)) = (<x, y)) u{<2,0): \x - z\ < \/n)    iîy * Oandy- < 1/«,

W(n,(x,y))= {(x,y)}    if y * 0 and^ > 1/«,

lF(«,<x,0» = (<2,0>: \x - z\ < \/n).

If if(N) were to satisfy neighbourhood decreasing (G) for our space, we could

construct/: (Q X N) -» Q+ as follows: f(q, n) = \/m, where m is minimal with

respect to R(m,(q, 0» ç W(s, (q, 0» for all 5 such that R(n, (q, 0» 1 W(s, (q, 0».

Setp= (6-\f),0), U = R(l, p) and F= V(p,U). V contains some pointp' of

the form (q(i, 0~1(f)),0); but it is easily shown that there can be no s G N such

thatp g W(s, p') ç U, giving the desired contradiction.
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Example 3.6. It is interesting to note that a family if(N) satisfying decreasing

(G) does not necessarily uniquely determine the topology on a space. For one

example of this, note that the if(N) given in 3.5 works independently of the

particular gx chosen. For a simpler example, consider X = N U {a} (a £ N). Now

let

W(\,n) = {a,«}     for all« g N,

W( m ,«)=(« }        for all « g A and m > 1,

W(m,a)={a)        for all m g N.

It is easy to see that this if(N) satisfies decreasing (G) whether X is given the

discrete topology or the topology in which elements of N are scattered and a set

containing a is open if and only if it is cofinite. (These topologies are, of course, both

metrisable.)
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